
Feature List as of 1/27/11

Note: To generate a list of the specific Pace Object Model changes from your current version to the version to which you
want to upgrade, log into the Client Access portion of our web site and use the EFI Pace Version Compare Tool:
http://www.pace2020.com/?q=node/88

Description Version Fixed

 Version 23.04

Framework

In EFI Pace, if the system is running with a UPS, and the battery charge falls below 20% or runs
longer than 3 minutes, the system initiates a shutdown.

111

User Interface

In EFI Pace, inactive fields now have a higher contrast to make the values easier to read. 124

Job Control Center

In the Job Control Center module, if you change a job status to "X - Cancelled," and that job has a
value in the Deposit Amount field, the system displays a warning that you must reconcile the
deposit in the Accounts Receivable module.

101

In the Job Control Center module, you can now configure the status message that the system
sends to the Digital StoreFront when a job status changes in EFI Pace.

125

In the Job Control Center module, if your system is integrated with Digital StoreFront, the job
pricing appears as a "Lot" or "Item Total" price when DSF creates a job in EFI Pace.
Example:
Notepads on the Digital StoreFront are priced at $2.25 each.
An order is placed for 10 Notepads and has an "Item Total" of $22.50.
In EFI Pace, the job part's quoted price is $22.50, the "Bill UOM" fields displays "Lot," and the job
part object value is $22.50.

150

In the Job Control Center module, the Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints the state
correctly for shipping contacts converted from a quote.

161

Job Costing

In the Job Costing module, the label for the job status on the WIP report (jobcost-wip-report.rpt) is
now 'Current Status' instead of 'Status' to clarify that the status shown is the current status of the
job and not the status of the job as of the date the job cost was created.

128

Scheduling

In the Scheduling module, when you export a report as a file to a user-specified location, the
system concatenates the date-time stamp to the file name.

138

Bank Rec

In the Bank Reconciliation module, the check date from posted payroll checks now reflects the
date of the paycheck instead of the date of the post.

213
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Description Version Fixed

 Version 23.04

Accounts Receivable

In the Accounts Receivable module, you can now set the Sales Categories to include in the
customer's Year-To-Date-Sales amount.
The AR Setup now includes a field to enable you to choose to include only amounts from
sales categories where the "Include in Sales" field is enabled in the settings for the sales
category.
If you check the box in this field, the system calculates Year-to-Date Sales only for the
sales categories you choose to include in your sales figures.

In addition, when you perform the year-end reset for Receivables, the system calculates
the last year's sales figure using this setting. Therefore, if you choose to filter sales in this
way, you must check the box in this field prior to running the year-end reset.

220

Purchase Order

In the Purchasing module, the [Recalculate] button now appears only for the PaceSupport user. 218

In the Purchasing module, the system now populates Ship From contacts for the selected vendor
when it auto creates a purchase order.

22

Estimating

In the Estimating module, the system now correctly calculates the finishing make ready spoilage
for a cutter machine.

107

In the Estimating module, the system no longer requires paper records for all parts to create an
estimate quote letter that includes paper information.

111

In the Estimating module, the system now enables you to select an estimate product when you
importing an existing part into the current estimate. If you do not select an estimate product, the
system adds a new estimate product for the imported part.

115

In the Estimating module, the menu selection for Ink Defaults now appears under
Administration>System Setup> Estimating> Material Setup (instead of Administration> System
Setup> Estimating> Misc. Setup).

115
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Description Version Fixed

 Version 23.04

Estimating

In the Estimating module, the system no longer requires you to enter a finishing operation
order/sequence in specified ranges based on the operation level of the finishing, shipping, or
mailing operations. If you leave the “Order” field blank on a finishing or shipping/mailing workflow,
the system defaults the value to 1 and increases it by 1 for each operation with a blank or 'part'
operation level on the current part.  This value matches across quantities on the same estimate
part.

For 'Product' level operations, if you leave the “Order” field blank on the respective workflow, the
system defaults the order to 101 on the first 'Product' level operation and increases it by 1 for
each additional operation in the current estimate product that is 'Product’ level.  (That operation
can be on a different estimate part or different quantity.)

For 'Estimate' level operations, if you leave the “Order” field blank on the workflow, the system
defaults the order to 1001 for the first 'Estimate' level operation, and increases it by 1 for each
additional operation on the current estimate that is 'Estimate’ level.

The cross tab view of a finishing or shipping/mailing operation across quantities on an estimate
part includes different order numbers on different quantities for product- or estimate-level
operations, but the operations are in the same relative order for each quantity.

*Reminder:* The system processes and calculates operations from highest order (happens last in
the overall workflow) to lowest order (happens first in the workflow) as follows:
1.  Estimate Level Operations from highest order to lowest
2. Product Level Operations from highest order to lowest
3. Part/Blank Level Operations from highest order to lowest

The lower ordered operations include spoilage for those operations that have a higher order.  This
applies to all finishing, shipping, and mailing operations EXCEPT for prepress cutting and
sheeting operations.

120

In the Estimating module, when you change the customer on an estimate, the system uses the
sales category from the new customer after recalculating the estimate.

128

In the Estimating module, finishing operations that use the quantity multipliers of an end
product or quantity ordered (such as carton packing and operations based on weight or
height of the overall estimate) are no longer limited to the current estimate product.  The
calculations use the operation level on the finishing operation to determine which part(s)
to include in the weight/height calculation.
If the operation level is blank (null) or set to 'Estimate,' the system sums the weight/height
across all parts of the estimate. (This matches the functionality prior to version 23 in that
all parts of the estimate are considered)
If the operation level is 'Product,' the system includes all parts of the estimate within the
current estimate product to determine the total weight/height.
If the operation level is 'Part,' the system includes only the current part to determine the
weight/height for the operation.

131

In the Estimating module, the system now includes finishing spoilage for the sake of press time on
secondary presses.

131
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Estimating

In the Estimating module, the Operation Level of the finishing operation now affects the
number of pockets on a binder in the following manner:
   1. If the Operation Level is null (blank) or 'Estimate,' the number of pockets equals the
sum of the signatures on all parts of the estimate, excluding the cover if there is a cover
feeder.
   2. If the Operation Level is 'Product, the number of pockets equals the sum of the
signatures on all parts of estimate within the current estimate product, excluding the cover
part(s) if there is a cover feeder on the binder.
   3. If the Operation Level is 'Part,' the number of pockets equals the number of signatures
on the current part only.
Parts marked as 'Second Web' are excluded in any case from the number of pockets.

131

In the Estimating module, the system now properly determines grain direction of the press sheet
when you force the run size on the press.

137

In the Estimating module, the system now displays press sheets instead of sheets off press on
the press product view to make the estimate press and the press product view consistent.

139

In the Estimating module, the amount required for materials now includes forced and unforced
press run spoilage percentage values.

22

In the Estimating module, the system now automatically forces the unit of measure (UOM) on the
estimate paper when you force the unit price. You must also force the buy size if you force the
unit price and set the UOM to 'per/M'.

23

In the Estimating module, if you force the paper price without supplying a unit of measure (UOM),
the system displays a warning message requesting a UOM. If you force a paper price and enter a
UOM, then the system forces the UOM and displays a corresponding message.

23

In the Estimating module, for the operation level of finishing options, you can now set a default on
the finishing and shipping/mailing workflows.

23

In the Estimating module, the system no longer divides the number of press forms by the number
of plies when determining the number of plates.

30

In the Estimating module, when determining the press on an estimate, the system includes
makeready hours for prepress cutting in the calculations.

32

In the Estimating module, for multi-web estimates, the system determines the press run speed by
totaling the number of colors on all parts of the estimate within the multi-web estimate product.
The system uses this total in place of the number of colors on the individual parts, which enables
you to specify speed and spoilage levels based on the total colors involved in the multi-web
product.

37

In the Estimating module, presses now include the new "Max Web Print Units" field, which
enables the system to verify that the total number of colors printing within a multi-web estimate
product does not exceed the maximum web print units on the press.

37
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 Version 23.04

Estimating

In the Estimating module, the system no longer rounds up the finishing spoilage for wide
format-roll print runs to the full press sheet (since one press sheet represents the entire run). The
system now calculates the finishing spoilage as the portion of the press sheet needed.
Example:
Wide Format Roll printer running in square feet
Estimate for a quantity of 80 pieces = 36.5" x 61" on a 54" roll
Run Size = 54 x 4880
Finishing Spoilage Required = 20%
The finishing spoilage on the press is now calculated as 366 sq ft.

44

In the Estimating module, the Number Up field on cutting operations now defaults to the number
up of the first primary press on the estimate part.

65

In the Estimating module, the system now correctly calculates the press impressions and material
required for quantities that involve plate changes.

9

Accounts Payable

In the Accounts Payable module, when you add or view a bill transaction, the context buttons
appear correctly.

215

Data Collection

In the Data Collection module, you can now view and print the Job Jacket report
(jobcontrol-jacket.rpt ) from the Data Collection Action screen via a new button, which prompts
you for the desired job number. The system also prompts you for the beginning and ending part
numbers, so to produce the report for a single part of the job, you can enter that part number in
both fields. By default, the system prints the jacket for all parts of the job.

116

In the Data Collection module, the system now includes a drop-down selection list for the
inventory location when you pull inventory items.

117

Job Billing

In the Job Billing module, in the billing settings for job types, the "Bill Part One Only" field is now
named, "Enter Job Only," which better reflects the usage of the setting. The corresponding tooltip
was modified to explain the field more clearly.

116

In the Job Billing module, when you reverse an invoice and that invoice is referenced on a change
order, the system unchecks the box in the Billed field removes the link to the invoice record.

129

In the Job Billing module, the system now displays the country information with the customer
information when you print an invoice for a customer in a different country than the one indicated
in the company setup.

173

In the Job Billing module, the Auto Invoice function now enables you to create invoices from those
jobs created via a web-to-print solution in a single batch.
You can access the Auto Invoice feature from the main EFI Pace menu by clicking on Accounting,
then moving the mouse over Job Billing, then over Process Invoice, then clicking Auto Job Billing -
Standard.
If you have a PaceConnect for a web-to-print solution, you can select the option to create a batch
of invoices only for those particular jobs.

200
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Job Shipments

In the Job Shipments module, the system no longer unchecks the box in the 'Planned' field when
you add new carton lines to a shipment, unless the lines are added programmatically by the
FreightLink integration (and the quantity shipped exceeds the 'Planned Quantity'). Manually added
carton lines or lines added by the conversion of a price list quote no longer updates the field. This
prevents shipments from being excluded from the FreightLink view prematurely.

120

In the Job Shipments module, the system now displays job shipments correctly in the
breadcrumbs.

175

Freightlink

In the FreightLink module, user-defined views now allow FreightLink user access. 136

Complete Offering

In EFI Pace, the system now supports Apple Safari version 5 browser. 0

JDF

In the JDF module, you can now specify the queue on a digital device when you send a job via
JDF.

131

In the JDF module, the system now includes both the ID and Name attributes in user-defined JDF
comments.

68

API

In the API module, the FindObject web service now allows for batched reads of multiple objects
and attributes within the system, as well as results set paging.

83

Payroll

In the Payroll module, the system now correctly aligns the W2 information with preprinted forms. 186

In the Payroll module, when you print checks, the Payroll Check Print report
(payroll-check-top.rpt) now displays deductions in two columns when there are more than 10
deductions.

209

In the Payroll module, the Cafeteria Plan fields for Pretax Health Account (Section 125) now
appear in box 14.

234

In the Payroll module, the Check Register report (payroll-check-register.rpt) now correctly sorts
checks by Employee and then by Check Number.

30

DSF-Digital Storefront HOSTED

In the DSF integration, when a chargeback account expires in EFI Pace, it is no longer available
on the Digital StoreFront site.

95
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DSF-Digital Storefront HOSTED

In the DSF integration, EFI Pace 23.04 is now certified to work with Digital StoreFront version
4.5.9.

999

DSF - Customer Hosted

In the DSF integration, when the system creates a job in EFI Pace from a DSF order, EFI Pace
now retains the ink values from the associated item template if the values are not null or blank.

10

In the DSF integration, the system now includes a new payment type for placing DSF Orders, "PO
Number."  This payment type enables a buyer to input a PO number while placing the order, and
the system adds the PO number to the PO Number field on the Job Info tab of the job in EFI
Pace.
Previously the only way to input a PO number was to use the Expense Code Payment Method
type.

187

PC-DSF

In the PaceConnect-DSF module, the system now saves the file name submitted with each
product on the PaceConnect tab of the job part to enable you to see which file relates to the
order.

110

In the PaceConnect-DSF module, the system now allows DSF to place orders for products that
result in negative inventory quantities if the inventory settings in EFI Pace allow negative
quantities.

125

In the PaceConnect-DSF module, the EFI Pace system now notifies the CSR when a request to
cancel an order is submitted in Digital StoreFront.

126

In the PaceConnect- DSF module, when you set a default customer in EFI Pace to use in the
Digital StoreFront, the system displays a warning message that there is no default contact, but
processes related orders coming sent to EFI Pace.

129

In the PaceConnect-DSF module, the following credit card handling workflow applies:
 - You can now define whether a credit card order enters a deposit on an account. (The default is
to enter a deposit.)
 - Shipping a credit card order no longer sends an "order complete" status to DSF and does not
process the credit card, to prevent charging the credit card a different amount than the actual
invoice amount (created after shipping is completed in most cases).
 - You must change credit card orders to "complete" and update them in DSF directly once the
invoicing is complete.

129

In the PaceConnect-DSF module, you can now modify the default mappings for job description,
additional job description, and job part description using an XPath expression. The default
expression produces the same values as in previous versions, so no changes are required to
maintain the existing functionality.

146
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